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INTRODUCTION

! In the near past, the industry of mobile handheld devices or smartphone industry has 
experienced a significant paradigm shift and brought completely new user experience for con-
sumers. Being a competitive by its nature, the mobile devices industry has been overwhelm-
ingly dominated by big industry players like Motorola, Nokia, LG, RIM and Microsoft.  These 
enterprises were able to create and sustain solid competitive edge for a potential market entrants. 
The cell phones at their initial market appearance served their logical purpose of communicating 
people by voice and/or text, some generic features like calculator or standard game of snake were 
considered more or less like a supplementary feature but never as the feature which could have cre-
ated additional competitive advantage and help the enterprise lead the market. 

In the late 90-s, the appearance on the cell phone market of the first “smartphones”, with much 
wider functionality, offered to consumers a much richer user experience with the ability to write 
down to-do lists, recording voice memos, have a phone with a memory to finally store the contacts’ 
list inside the handheld rather than on a small memory of a SIM-card, generic opportunity to listen 
the music etc. The addition of the new features though still wasn’t considered a game changer in the 
handheld industry and rather was considered as an introduction of a product to a specially targeted 
segment of businessmen. The first part of the word smartphone, i.e “smart”  was rather an indica-
tion of a complexity of the device and was more suitable as a reference to its owner, for the ability 
of operating such a complex device. The products manufactured under the label of “smartphones”, 
since having clearly defined target group, were, typically, slightly in a less advantageous position 
towards normal ( non- smartphone) cell phone devices, in the sense that, they were heavier, wider, 
bigger than the ones lacking the supplementary features. These factors were incremental to the high 
prices of these devices and definitely didn’t serve well towards opening the opportunity to the mass 
market consumers. The smartphones still were successful enough in an enterprise segment due to a 
clear value add through email accessibility, later introduction of push-mail functions, which allowed 
people to gain the access to their emails at any place were cell tower signal was available. 

Not the last role, has been played by Personal Computer (PC) Industry, many smartphones were run 
on windows operating system (OS) for mobile devices, which affected the overall design of the 
smartphone OS and in many cases copied the look and feel of its older brother OS. 

In 2007, Apple Inc introduced its innovative product, the iPhone. The peculiar feature of the cell 
phone, touchscreen, made this product a leading handheld device in terms of the innovation. The 
hype has been fostered by Apple’s unexpected announcement of iPhone and gave the company the 
chance on creating the momentum which allowed it to succeed in future in this particular segment.
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1 .BUSINESS COMPARISON OF 
IPHONE AND ANDROID

! Introduction of the iPhone,on 9th of January 20071, has been the major factory of re-
vived rivalry among the major players and also against Apple on handheld market. The techni-
cal features of device made it possible for Apple to position itself for a certain period of time at 
the front of the market and enabled the possibility for competition with major players such as 
Nokia, Sony-Ericsson, Samsung, Microsoft, etc. The pronounced business targets of the prod-
uct sounded ambitious and the industry reacted with the doubtful statements on company’s 
success taking into account its preceding lack of experience in this particular industry. Up until 
its appearance on market and start of the sales on the 29th of June, many CEOs of the mobile 
companies hardly believed the facts presented during the Keynote Address. The CEO of Mi-
crosoft, Steve Ballmer, has particularly gave the following comment: “ ...it doesn't appeal to 
business customers because it doesn't have a keyboard.  Which makes it not a very good email 
machine.”2 The sales targets Apple informed about the audience sounded less like a threat to a 
whole market as Apple wanted to gain 1% of the mobile marketshare which was 10 mln units 
to be sold through one financial year 2007-2008.3

Within the next years Apple successfully introduced 4 generations of iPhones and its operation 
system, iOS, became the standard software for its newly introduced iPod Touch, iPad and its 
App Store, the application store, which allowed to purchase the applications both using the PC 
and from the iPhone itself. By Oct 2010, Apple claimed to have sold 100 mln iOS based de-
vices, achieved 7 bln downloads, attracted 30ooo software developers to develop more than 2oo 
thousands App Store applications. 4

These fact that Apple as hardware & software  manufacturer has been very successful in 
launching its products has helped to integrate the iPhone in its ecosystem complementing it 
with additional value add in terms of user experience with the peripheral devices like 
Macbook, iMac and iPod. From the software side Apple continuously introduced the software 
updates with the newer features the latter iOS 4.0 will be later discussed in more detail. Apple 
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1 09.01.2007 Macworld Expo, Apple Keynote Address. iTunes video podcast.  

2http://www.businessinsider.com/flashback-steve-ballmers-first-take-on-the-iphone-september-22-2007-2010-6#

3 09.01.2007 Macworld Expo, Apple Keynote Address. iTunes video podcast

4 Apple Special Event. October 2010. 

http://www.businessinsider.com/flashback-steve-ballmers-first-take-on-the-iphone-september-22-2007-2010-6#
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was able to implement its “Digital Hub”5 strategy using the high customer satisfaction rates 
from their previous experiences with Apple products. 

The following figure illustrates the marketshare, which Apple has been able to gain within 4 
years. 

Figure 1.6

Apple overrun Google and later Microsoft in its market capitalization and became the most 
expensive IT company in the world. Due to its traditional secretive and proprietary attitude, 
Apple iOS was closed for external software developers, Apple was able to impose control over 
its software and also strengthening its competitive position. In the year 2009, the revenue 
from its software segments comprised the 18% out of the total revenue and in absolute num-
bers were 4.1 bln. of US dollars.7 The sales performance in digital content segment of iTunes 
store were even more solid. For the last 3 years Apple consecutively holds the Nr. 1 position in 

5

5 This word combination originates from one of the Steve Jobs interviews. By digital hub, here means creation of 
the environment, where consumer uses all digital products from one manufacturer, based on the good experience 
with one product, consumers tend to buy supplementary ones. 

6 Burrows, Peter, „Apple VS Google.“ BusinessWeek, 1/25/2010, Issue  Nr.416

7 Apple	  Annual	  Reports	  2009



online music store business. During the last Keynote event Apple announce long awaited con-
tract with The Beatles and published all of its music content in its iTunes store.

Later on November 2007, Google Inc, originally having the core competencies in online search 
marketing, also announce its new software product Android mobile OS. 8 Android was open-
source mobile OS, developed in cooperation with other industrial leaders from telecommuni-
cations, hardware and software segments. The first Android running device was produced un-
der brand name of T-Mobile and manufactured by taiwanese company HTC.9

Currently both Google and Apple are each selling and activating around 300 thousands iOS 
and Android devices per single day.10

Figure 2.

According to market research company Millennial Media, 4 out of 5 top ten smartphone de-
vices sold worldwide are either iOS or Android based.11 The success of these two companies, 
has proved all the business management academia’s theory regarding the competitive advan-
tage and the measure to sustain it. Google and Apple were able to build the success of their 
newly introduced products on a new market, where they were immature, because they man-
aged to leverage their core competencies in favor of newly introduced products and created 
even stronger competition which later forced the other handheld manufacturers to bandwagon 
the movement and create more innovative and more competitive mobile devices. Touchscreen, 
though still not completely became the dominant design among mobile devices, became the 

6

8 Jason Chen, Developer Advocate, Google I/O 2008

9 http://news.cnet.com/2300-1035_3-10003470.html

10http://www.9to5mac.com/47935/apple-currently-selling-more-than-366k-mobile-ios-devices-a-day

11 www.millennialmedia.com/research

http://news.cnet.com/2300-1035_3-10003470.html
http://news.cnet.com/2300-1035_3-10003470.html
http://www.9to5mac.com/47935/apple-currently-selling-more-than-366k-mobile-ios-devices-a-day
http://www.9to5mac.com/47935/apple-currently-selling-more-than-366k-mobile-ios-devices-a-day
http://www.millennialmedia.com/research
http://www.millennialmedia.com/research


standard feature on many newly introduced handhelds. Though iPhone’s special multi-touch 
touchscreen technology is patented by Apple. 12

2.  SOFTWARE COMPARISON

! Currently, the smartphone’s one of the primary area of usage is mobile internet pres-
ence. The development of affordable data plans together with mobile providers allowed con-
sumers to browse the web without any use of notebook or desktop PCs. The industry still ex-
periences major paradigm shifts towards more mobile interaction in the internet. The note-
book PC industry took place of its older equivalent, desktop PCs, in becoming a fading tech-
nology in its maturing stage.  The figure below clearly illustrates how users web presence dra-
matically changed in recent years. 13

Figure 3.

The overall marketshare though still remains very slight compared to Windows OS, but it 
clearly conveyed the right message to the industry. 

2.1 App Store vs. Android Marketplace

The introduction of the Apple’s App Store contradictory to iPhone was not unexpected move 
of Apple. With it’s flexible hardware platform and absence of physical keyboard. iPhone device 
gave the software developers chance to bring their products to App Store rather quickly, 

7

12 multi-touch refers to the ability to simultaneously register three or more distinct positions of input touches. 
Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multi-touch

13 iOS vs Android Web Share. Touchreviews.net	  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multi-touch
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multi-touch


though wide criticism of the long application review procedures. Later on, Apple changed its 
review policy and shortened review times.14

Currently according to official Apple information, it has 30 thousands software developers de-
veloping more than 250 thousands applications, reaching the total downloads of 10 bln. appli-
cations in its App Store. 

With regards to Android OS, though being announced earlier on November 2007, the first An-
droid based handheld device has never been produced before October 2008. It took Google 
and its partners one year to deliver the product to the market, which in turn fostered Apple’s 
road to its targets. 15 It has not stopped Android though to beat the record sales time of Apple 
and sell 1 mln G1 Android based cell phones within 70 days which they announced during the 
meeting with developers.16

Though today iOS holds leading position on web presence ( see below), Android OS sales per-
formance through acquired 

Figure 4. 

8

14 http://developer.apple.com/news/ios

15http://www.gsmarena.com/androidbased_tmobile_g1_is_set_for_announcement_today_leaks_earlier-
news-600.php

16 Android Developer Camp, January 2009. 

http://developer.apple.com/news/ios
http://developer.apple.com/news/ios


14 manufacturers of handheld devices helped it to compete with iOS and grow in with a faster 
ratio compared to iOS. The current 26% of marketshare were earned at a very quick pace.17

Picture 1.18

2.2 Developer and User Experience

! The profound Apple’s marketing experience is known for it’s ability of creating the 
hype around it’s new product line announcements and market introduction, huge queues for its 
product are not rare case. But bringing product to the market without delivering quality of a 
product’s hardware & software could not help Apple to succeed. In addition, Apple officially 
made live its once said Digital Hub strategy, by raising the industry standard and becoming a 
dominant design itself in smartphone segment. Apple’s iPhone product was both trigger for a 
users to utilize their digital environment in the alternative more user-friendly way. What was 
innovation 3 years back, became industry standard and Apple introduces product updates for 
all iOS running devices on a yearly basis and conducts several both major and minor software 
updates through one calendar year. On November 2010, GFK Group, a market research com-
pany, published a survey results on both developer and consumer satisfaction figures. The re-
sults put Apple into dominant position compared to its nearest rival Android OS. 

9

17 see Table 1

18 Millennial Media 12/10



Below is the the figure which shows the time users spend using the phone applications

Figure 5. 19

It is clear from this figure that the average time the users of both iOS and Android OS utilize 
their purchased products, spending up to 90 minutes of a time per 1 day.  

Figure 6.20

This figure stresses the fact that despite the fact of having almost equal time spent by consum-
ers on app usage, nevertheless Apple keeps its dominant position in satisfaction rates. One of 

10

19 www.open-source.com

20 GFK Group Market Research. http://www.g#.com/group/events_insights/studien/index.en.html

http://www.open-source.com
http://www.open-source.com
http://www.gfk.com/group/events_insights/studien/index.en.html
http://www.gfk.com/group/events_insights/studien/index.en.html


the reasons for that is it’s control over its complete Value Chain, giving the ability to bring the 
additional value add and better user experience to the consumers.

CONCLUSION

! Continuous product innovation through bringing the new technical characteristics to 
the end-users is still typical path of the PC and Handheld Device manufacturers. Retail store 
employees, while trying to sell you new product, still stress the facts of the technical character-
istics trying to persuade potential customers on their new purchase. This strategy, indeed 
proved to be successful, as long as, other industry members play by the same competitive rules 
and enhance their product characteristics. 
Google and Apple way, was rather extraordinary, in the sense that they neither tried to imitate 
nor tried to compete on the volume of the sales or others sales related key performance indica-
tors. They worked hard in past on their own core competencies until they developed solid cus-
tomer base of satisfied clients and introduced a new product attracting their own clients from 
parallel business segments to mobile industry. In this particular case, both halo effect of Apple, 
when you buy the next product of a company just because you loved the other one of it and the 
strategy of expansion to the other business through bringing the same user experience to exist-
ing customers on a new platform, made both Apple and Google not only champions on their 
own former core industry, but also helped them to become first a real threat, and then oc-
curred fact of emergence of a new mobile devices manufacturers. 
The lessons to be learned from the success of these two companies will eventually enable oth-
ers to play by the new rules, and manufacture good products not only from technical perspec-
tive.
Today’s consumers are both quick to learn the complex products of IT and mobile industry, 
but they also are becoming more aware about the existing products on the market through dif-
ferent blog product reviews, becoming more and more demanding towards the product and 
services delivered with it. 
It is not anymore possible to play by old rules. Continuous improvement of the product on at 
least yearly basis is a foundation of today’s processes in mobile industry. The example of Goo-
gle and Apple again stressed the fact how all can better off from the high competitive envi-
ronments. In fact, the end-user has become, indeed, end destination of a bettering products 
and services. 
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